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A CONSTITUTIONAL ACCOUNT
"anti-alien." Indeed, counting a
group that is disenfranchised
may be the worst situation for
that group. Recall that the idea
that slaves should count for
apportionment purposes was
pressed by the slave states, not
the free states.

Testimony Before the House Committee on Post Office & Civil
Service, presented at Eastern Michigan University, Ypsilanti, Ml,
fune 24, 1988

ou have asked
me to address
the question
I. Does the Constitution mandate
of whether the
that undocumented aliens be
Constitution recounted in the 1990 census?
quires that unArticle I, section 2, paragraph 3
documented aliens be counted
of the original Constitution
in the 1990 census. My concluprovided:
sion is that the Constitution
probably requires that unRepresentatives and direct Taxes
documented aliens who have
shall
be apportioned among the sevestablished a residence in the
eral
States
which may be included
United States be counted for
within
this
Union, according to their
purposes of apportioning reprerespective
Numbers,
which shall be
sentatives among the states.
l
determined
by
adding
to the whole
I should make clear at the
~
~
Number
of
free
Persons,
including
outset that I do not think that
'
~ those bound to Service for a Term of
counting undocumented aliens
. ~ Years, and excluding Indians not
will necessarily redound to their
~ taxed, three-fifths of all other Persons.
benefit. Many people seem to
. ::e
assume that counting undocuThis provision was superseded
mented aliens is a "pro-alien"
l
-~ by section 2 of the Fourteenth
position and not counting them
1.i•ll!i!!!!!!!!l!!l!llll•llliliiil
,a Amendment, which provides:
-. ..! =
is an "anti-alien" position. As a
little reflection will reveal, counting undocumented
Representatives shall be apportioned among the several States
according to their respective numbers, counting the whole
aliens does not mean that they or their interests will
number of persons in each State, excluding Indians not taxed.
thereby be represented in Congress. It simply means
that states with high numbers of undocumented
One can state with the utmost confidence that these
aliens may gain additional representatives in Conprovisions call for the counting of (at least some) aliens
gress. Depending on the political makeup of the state,
residing in the states. Other interpretations of the
such an outcome may actually harm alien interests phrase "whole number of persons" seem inconsistent
if the voting population of the state is strongly -.,
with other parts of the constitutional text. For example,
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one can imagine plausible theoretical grounds for apto bear some relation to size (no one expected Rhode
portioning representation based on the number of
Island to contribute as much as Massachusetts). But if
large states would be taxed more, it was sensible that
voters or citizens in each state. But Article I and the
Fourteenth Amendment use the word "citizen" elsethey have representation commensurate with their contribution. (This idea echoes the Revolutionary slogan
where (and Article I also uses the term "elector"), which
that "taxation without representation is tyranny.") The
strongly suggests that the Constitution's reference to
linkage of representation and taxation is explicit in the
"whole number of persons" means a category broader
than voters or citizens. See, e.g., Yick Wo v. Hopkins, 118
enumeration clause, which provides that "RepresentaU.S. 356 (1886) (resident Chinese aliens are "persons"
tives and direct taxes shall be apportioned among the
several States." The clause also excludes from the apporunder the Fourteenth Amendment's Equal Protection
tionment base "Indians not taxed." 1
Clause). Furthermore, as pointed out by the district
Both the "taxation without representation" and the
court in Fair v. Klutznick, 486 F. Supp. 564, 576 (D.D.C.
"majority rule" justi1980) (three judge court), during
fications
were reflected
consideration of the Fourteenth
'I.IP••••••••-.~••••••.iiiiil
in the Pennsylvania
Amendment "other options [for
Constitution of 1776 determining the apportionment
base] were considered and exthe first constitution to
pressly rejected, after considerexpressly provide for
representation based
able debate, including the options of 'voters' or 'citizens.'" It
on 'population and a
is clear that the Reconstruction
document no doubt
known to the framers.
Congress recognized that the
formulation in Article I encomIt proclaimed that
"representation in
passed aliens, see, e.g., Cong.
Globe, 39th Cong. 1st Sess. 356
proportion to the
number of taxable
(statement of Senator Conkling),
and that it intended to keep the
inhabitants is the only
original apportionment base
principle which can at
all times secure liberty,
(except for the elimination of the
and make the voice
infamous three-fifths ratio).
of a majority of
Throughout all the historical
materials that I have investigated, the central idea is that
the people the law of the land."
Apportionment by population was also linked with
population should constitute the basis of apportionment;
the view that representation ought to be based on
and nowhere do the materials suggest that resident
wealth. An early draft of the enumeration clause proaliens ought not to count as part of the population of
vided that the initial apportionment would be altered
the states.
based on "wealth and inhabitants." While this formulaFurther support for counting aliens derives from the
tion did not survive, it was subsequently remarked at
consistent and longstanding practice of both the Conthe Constitutional Convention that population would
gress and the executive branch. Since the first census
serve as a reasonable approximation of wealth. The
of 1790, federal statutes have required the counting of
counting of slaves as three-fifths is hard to reconcile on
"inhabitants" - not "citizens" or "voters" - and the
any ground other than that the framers thought that
executive branch has always interpreted such statutes
wealth formed an appropriate basis for representation.
as mandating the counting of resident aliens.
Madison makes this explicit in his defense of the ConThe conclusion that the enumeration clause requires
vention's apportionment scheme in Federalist No. 54.
the counting of aliens may seem counterintuitive. If we
In that essay, Madison constructed an argument that
count aliens, some might ask, are we not saying that
"one of our Southern brethren" might make for countthey have a "right to be represented" and would not
ing slaves. The Southerner's analysis, which Madison
such a result be inconsistent with the idea that only
generally accepts, relied in part on the claim that "votes
members of a political community have a right to be
allowed in the federal legislature to the people of each
represented in the national legislature? The answer to
State ought to bear some proportion to the comparative
this question requires investigation of why the framers
wealth of the States." To be sure, the enumeration
favored apportionment by population.
Apportionment based on population was a new
clause does not apportion based on wealth. But as
idea in the late 18th century. It was an important
Madison explained in Federalist No. 54, "[I]t is agreed
part of republican ideology because such a formula of
on all sides that numbers are the best scale of wealth
representation would prevent the creation of a "rotten
and taxation, as they are the only proper scale of
borough" system that allowed a small aristocracy to
representation."
dominate Parliament in England. Proportioning repreThus apportionment by population served several
sentation based on the actual number of persons would
goals: it supported majority rule, linked taxation and
thus support democracy through majority rule.
1 I have stated the relationship between representation and taxation in
The apportionment scheme was also based on the
theoretical terms here. Perhaps more importantly, the linkage helped
view that representation should be linked to taxation.
resolve the troubling controversy over how to count slaves. Southern
If states were to be asked to contribute to the new
states would be able to count slaves for representation purposes but
national government, such contribution would have
would also have to count them when direct taxes were apportioned.
27

oesthe
Constitution
mandate
that undocumented aliens be
counted in the
1990 census?

·
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representation, and based representation on the repersons'' in the enumeration clause includes aliens.
spective wealth of the states. It is difficult to know the
This does not mean that the Constitution requires the
relative importance of these purposes in the minds of
counting of all persons physically within the borders of
the framers or the degree to which the theoretical argua state. At any moment in time, the population of a
ments were used to mask political interests. I am not
state may include tourists, people in transit, visiting
businesspeople, and others who have not established
an historian and am not prepared to answer these questions. But I think it can be said with a fair degree of
domicile in the state and do not consider the state their
certainty that, contrary to modern intuitions, the
permanent place of abode. Traditionally, such persons
have not been counted as part of the state's population
apportionment scheme was not seen as linked with the
for apportionment purposes. The first census statute
right to vote. 2 It is thus not surprising that the enumeration clause speaks of "persons" and not "voters"
provided that "every person occasionally absent at the
time of enumeration [shall be recorded] as belonging
or "citizens."
I do not believe that the intent of the framers necesto that place in which he usually resides in the United
States." This practice continues to this day. Current
sarily controls constitutional interpretation today. And
census forms ask remodern developments may
.....................!!19................
spondents to identify
make the original understandall persons who
ing of the enumeration clause
"usually live" at the
look antiquated. Thus, one
address, a phrase
might make the following
deemed not to include
argument: We now have near
persons who have
universal suffrage in this countheir principal resitry and the Supreme Court has
dence elsewhere.
established the principle of "one
Perhaps
the best word
person, one vote" for estabI to describe
those to
lishing congressional districts
be counted is "inhabiwithin states. This means that,
tants" - a term used
in our current political system,
both by the first
there is a close link between votCongress and
ing and representation (that is,
James Madison in his
equal numbers of voters should
Federalist Papers. This
choose equal numbers of repreconstruction is consissentatives), and since only
tent with the purposes
citizens can vote, aliens ought
identified above. By
not to be counted for apportiondescribing the actual
ment purposes. While I see a
resident population of a state, the term provides arealogic to this argument, it is simply inconsistent with the
sonable measure of the state's wealth, its tax base, and
text of the Constitution and a 200 year practice of countits contribution to the nation. The "inhabitant" line is
ing aliens. Furthermore, it fails to appreciate that the
neutral as to citizenship, but it does require that aliens
enumeration clause does not establish a right to be rep(and citizens) be residing in (not simply visiting or
resented on behalf of individuals. Rather, it is a clause
travelling through) the state.
that regulates the distribution of power among states. 3
In abstract political theory, Michigan might be able to
Now, what does all this say about undocumented
aliens? It is certainly arguable that if "residence" is the
complain that it has lost a representative because of the
key to counting for apportionment purposes, then the
huge (legal) alien population in California. But Califorlegality of the residence should not matter any more
nia may properly respond: These people are as much a
than whether the resident is a citizen or an alien. Under
part of the state as U.S. citizens. They contribute to the
this view, resident undocumented aliens would be
economy, pay taxes, and use public services. To count
counted like all other "inhabitants" of the state. Note
them is not to give them rights; it is rather to recognize
that this is not the same thing as saying that all unthe benefits they provide to the nation and acknowledge
documented aliens must be counted wherever they are
the burdens the state bears because of their presence.
found. The test is whether a person has established resI thus conclude that the term "whole number of
idence in a state. Thus, transient undocumented aliens
2 It could be argued that the framers thought that nonvoters would be
or migrant workers who come to the U.S. for a short
evenly distributed among the states; thus, a system of apportionment
period
of time would not be counted, just as tourists
by population would, in effect, be based on the number of eligible
are not counted.
voters. But this theory cannot explain the counting of slaves, which
greatly benefitted the slave states and bore no relationship to the numOpponents of this view assert that residence is at
ber of eligible voters in the South.
least in part a legal status, and someone who has not
been granted permission to be in the country cannot
3 Thus, the interests served by the enumeration clause are quite
be deemed to have established residence. Furthermore,
distinct from those served by the equal protection clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment and Article I, section 2, paragraph 1 of the
this argument runs, since undocumented aliens can
Constitution, which provides that "[t]he House of Representatives
be deported at any time, their continued "residence" in
shall be composed of Members chosen . . . by the People of the
a state is beyond their control.
several states." These clauses guarantee equality among voters
The idea that someone ought to be "legal" in order to
within a state for federal and state elections. See Wesberry v. Sanders,
376 U.S. 1 (1964); Reyrwlds v. Sims, 377 U.S. 533 (1964).
be counted seems to accord with theories on the nature
28

do not believe
that the intent
of the framers
necessarily controls constitutional interpretation today.
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of rights and entitlements. However, while I share those
works the same kind of "dilution" or "distortion" that
intuitions, I think they are fundamentally misplaced
counting undocumented aliens could. Yet, to my
and should be resisted in this context.
knowledge, none of the opponents of counting undocuMany of those who are opposed to counting undocumented aliens argues that lawful resident aliens should
mented aliens seem to believe that including them in
not be counted.
the apportionment base would, in effect, be giving
In sum, the constitutional standard for the apporthem rights. To state it more pithily, counting undocutionment of representatives is a function of the number
mented aliens would make them count. Senator Shelby,
of the inhabitants of each state, and there is no reason
D-Ala., put it this way when he introduced S. 2013:
to distinguish citizen from alien inhabitants or legal
"Does it make sense that illegal aliens who are here
from illegal inhabitants. It is my view that the Constituwithout the consent of the governed be given represention does require that resident undocumented aliens be
tation in Congress?" Cong. Rec. S 281 (Jan. 28, 1988).
counted for apportionment purposes.
But the argument for counting undocumented aliens
II. Comments on objections to counting undocumented
is not about providing them representation in Congress.
aliens.
Few would assert that such aliens (or even lawful
It is important to address a fundamental misconcepaliens) have a "right" to be represented in Congress.
tion that pervades the apportionment debate. Some
The apportionment formula is intended to solve a probhave asserted that counting undocumented aliens
lem among the states, not to establish individual rights.
for apportionment
Viewing the apportionment
purposes constitutes a
problem from the state's per.....~. . .llliiii. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .11!'11
dilution of one's right
spective, it is not the legal status
to vote in violation of
of the inhabitant that matters,
the constitutional
but rather the total number of
•
norm of "one person,
persons living and working in
one vote." See, e.g.,
the state.
H .R. 3639 ("[T)he ConThis view is fortified by a
gress finds that . . . by
crucial fact often overlooked in
including the millions
the apportionment debate. The
of illegal aliens in the
regulation of immigration is
I I
reapportionment base
exclusively a federal power. Coni '
for
the House of Repregress decides what classes of
'i
sentatives[,]
many
aliens may enter and the terms
I II
States will lose conof their stay, and also provides
gressional representafor the enforcement of our nation . . . thereby viotional borders. Border and
lating the constitucoastal states may not police
tional principle of "one
international boundaries, nor
man [sic], one vote.").
may any state declare itself
To be sure, counting
closed to immigrants or seek
undocumented aliens
to deport undocumented aliens
may have an effect on
within its borders. Thus, the
the apportionment of representatives. But it is far from
distribution of aliens (both lawful and unlawful) within
clear that any such effect is a cognizable constitutional
the United States is beyond the control of the states.
This means that states become the homes of large
harm. Quite simply, "one person, one vote" cannot be
numbers of undocumented aliens primarily because of
the appropriate standard for apportionment purposes,
if the standard is understood to mean that each voter's
the actions (or inactions) of the federal government in
vote should have an equal chance in influencing a confailing to enforce the border or to deport undocumented
aliens who have crossed the border. To the extent that
gressional election.
undocumented aliens are a burden to a state, 4 it seems
This is clear from Article I's guarantee that each state
reasonable that they "count" toward that state's reprehave at least one representative and that representatives
sentation in the body charged with regulating their
be apportioned among the states. Because congrespresence in the state and the nation.
sional districts cannot be drawn across state lines, there
Furthermore, it is not clear which theory of the enuwill naturally be a wide interstate variation in the size of
congressional districts. For example, congressional dismeration clause supports counting legal resident aliens
but not undocumented resident aliens. If one views the
tricts apportioned after the 1980 census varied in size
clause as establishing equality among members of a
from 376,619 (Montana, Second District) to 652,695
(North Dakota, At large). The "one person, one vote"
political community, what justification is there for
standard applies to congressional districts within a
counting legal aliens? As will be discussed later, the
inclusion of lawful resident aliens in the enumeration
state, not among states.
Even within states, the "one person, one vote"
4 It should be noted that there is much scholarly debate about whether
principle does not guarantee that each voter's vote
undocumented aliens benefit or harm the economy. It seems fairly well
counts equally. Under current practice, the drawing
established that such aliens generally contribute more in taxes than they
receive in government transfer payments. However, the biggest burden
of congressional districts is based on total population,

I
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thus conclude
that the term
"whole number of persons" in
the enumeration
clause includes
aliens.

undocumented aliens impose may be at the local level, in terms of
education and medical costs.
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rather than on eligible voters or citizens. This means
that in districts with high numbers of aliens, a voter's
vote is given extra weight. To see this consider two
districts, X and Y. Assume that each has 500,000 residents, 150,000 of whom are children. Assume further
that district X has 100,000 [adult] aliens; district Y has
10,000. Under this scenario, there are 250,000 eligible
voters in district X and 340,000 eligible voters in district
Y. Thus, a vote in district X is worth substantially more
than a vote in district Y. This example does not appear
to be a flight of fancy. Unfortunately, the Census Bureau does not publish data on the number of citizens in
each congressional district, but some rough estimate
can be made from the data on the percentage of foreign
born in each district. Here there is wide variation
among congressional districts. On the high end, one
district in Florida reports a population 52% of which is
foreign born; districts in California have 29.5% and 40%
foreign born. On the low end, many congressional districts report foreign born populations of less than 2%.
Assuming that not all foreign
born persons have naturalized
and that the number of those
who do naturalize are evenly
distributed across districts,
these data show a substantial
impact on the weight accorded a
voter's vote even if congressional

districts are exactly the same size.

Even if the Supreme Court were to read the Constitution to permit Congress to exclude undocumented
aliens from the census, there are strong reasons why
Congress should not do so. This is not to say that the
central argument of the opponents of counting undocumented aliens - that each voter's vote should have
equal weight - is frivolous or unimportant. However, I
believe that the Congress sets an unfortunate precedent
when it states, as a matter of national policy, that undocumented aliens are not "persons" under a clause in
the Constitution. Such a declaration, of course, cannot
overturn other decisions of the Court holding constitutional provisions applicable to undocumented aliens. 5
But such statements have important symbolic value;
they become part of the common understanding,
playing into anti-alien emotions in the nation at large.
And they become
precedents for further
congressional action.
My claim here is
an attitudinal one.
In Plyler v. Doe, 457
U.S. 202 (1982), the
Supreme Court resisted the argument
that undocumented
aliens were not "persons" protected by the
Fourteenth Amendment. In so doing, the
Court did not amend
the immigration laws
or legalize undocumented aliens. Rather,
it recognized the reality that this country
has, and will continue
to have, a large undocumented population, and that it is in
the long term interests
of the U.S. to guarantee all residents basic
human rights. While
not counting undocumented
aliens in the
T. Alexander Aleinikoff is a graduate of
census does not, I beSwarthmore College, and the Yale Law School.
lieve, deny them a
He joined the Michigan law faculty in 1981,
fundamental right, it is
teaching courses in constitutional law, immia symbolic step down
gration and nationality, and race and gender
the wrong road.
discrimination.

,

The Supreme Court has never
I
specifically addressed these
disparities caused by uneven
distribution of (non-voting)
aliens. But a declaration that
"one person, one vote" requires
equality in the number of eligible voters (or registered or actual
voters?) would require radical
redrawing of congressional
districts. In essence, what the
Court seems to have required,
consistent with the apportionment scheme that requires the
counting of "persons," is not
"one person, one vote" but "one
representative for equally sized
districts."
Given this reasoning, it is difficult to see what the "dilution"
claim is all about. The weight of
a vote is already "diluted" if the
voter lives in a district or state
with a small number of lawful
• aliens. Yet all seem to agree that
lawful aliens should be counted
for apportionment purposes.
On what reasoning can counting undocumented aliens produce an unconstitutional
dilution when counting lawful aliens does not?

l
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III. Even assuming Congress has the power to exclude
undocumented aliens from the apportionment base,
it would not be wise policy to do so.

5
e, e.g. Wong Wing v. United States, 163 U.S. 228 (1896) (Fifth
Amendment); Almeida-Sanchez v. United States 413 U.S. 266 (1973)
(Fourth Amendment).
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